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The Reverend Chris Albany 
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Readings: Jeremiah 31.7-9; Psalm 126; Hebrews 7.21-28; Mark 10. 46-52 

 

Blindedness and sight 
 

If you see me with a house on my step and a smile on my face over the next two weeks it’s because 

our two granddaughters and their parents arrived last night from Scotland where they now live for 

two weeks holiday in Sydney. Their arrival prompts me to share with you part of a piece written by 

the columnist Regina Brett which I came across this week: 

 

The government recently calculated the cost of raising a child from birth to 18 and came up with 

$160,140 for a middle-income family. For those with kids, that figure leads to wild fantasies about 

all the things we could have bought, all the places we could have travelled, all the money we could 

have banked if not for (insert child's name here). For others, that number might confirm the 

decision to remain childless. Still, you might think the best financial advice says don't have children 

if you want to be rich. It's just the opposite. 

 

There's no way to put a price tag on:... 

Counting all 10 fingers and toes for the first time... 

Making out da da or ma ma from all the cooing and gurgling. 

What do you get for your $160,140? 

Naming rights. First, middle and last. 

Glimpses of God every day. 

Giggles under the covers every night. 

More love than your heart can hold. 

Butterfly kisses and growly hugs. 

Endless wonder over rocks, ants, clouds and warm cookies. 

A hand to hold, usually covered with jam. 

A partner for blowing bubbles, flying kites, building sand castles and skipping down the sidewalk in 

the pouring rain. Someone to laugh yourself silly with no matter what the boss said ... 

there's no greater bang for your buck.... 

You get an education in psychology, nursing, criminal justice, communications and human sexuality 

no college can match. 

In the eyes of a child, you rank right up there with God. You have the power to heal a boo-boo, 

scare away monsters under the bed, patch a broken heart, police a sleepover party, ground them 

forever and love them without limits, so one day they will, like you, love without counting the cost. 

 

I’ll come back and refer to that again later but first I need to share something much more serious 

and significant with you. It arose out of St Mark’s featuring on last Sunday nights Compass 

programme on ABC television. I have been receiving emails and phone calls and letters in response 

all week, universally positive, though I was sad that they did not show any of the footage filmed of 

several of Parish members and there was no depiction of what we do out into the community. One 

of the emails I received was from a man I have never met and who expressed his positive response 

to seeing the rainbow in St Mark’s on the programme and its message of openness and welcome to 

those of same gender sexual orientation – so different to the condemnation and public humiliation 
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he had experienced in a nearby church 30-40 years previously at a time when he was suffering from 

the affects of abuse by a priest and so confused about his sexuality. At that time rather than finding 

a listening ear and understanding he had been met with a public outing by the assistant priest and 

statement of “right biblical teaching”. (In the sermon I read the man’s email; he had given 

permission for me to do so – but have only given a brief summary here). Then I continued: 

 

It is a moving and important story, I share it with you for several reasons. Partly because it is 

important to acknowledge that such things have, and sadly do happen, in church and society. It is 

important to acknowledge that tragic reality and to name such behaviour, both that of the Rector 

and also the Assistant for what it is – abuse- and failure of care. To acknowledge that such things 

should never have happened and to let people know that the Church now has processes in place to 

provide support, care and an appropriate response to anyone who has any experience of abuse or 

inappropriate behaviour. So please if you know of anyone who has experienced such behaviour 

please let them know that there are people who will support them as they seek redress and so 

hopefully healing as this man obviously has. 

 

I want to link both those two things to today’s Gospel story of the giving sight to Bartimaeus and 

the fact that today is Bible Sunday. The story of Bartimaeus in Mark’s Gospel is used by Mark to 

highlight who it is that really sees and understands and who though they might have sight are really 

blind! 

 

There is a constant thread through the Gospel of blindness of the religious leaders and even the 

disciples to who Jesus is and what his message really is. The religious leaders, the very people one 

might expect to be open to God’s presence in their midst are slow to see and understand. Not so 

Bartimaeus who calls from his begging spot beside the road, “Jesus- son of David-(a messianic title) 

have mercy on me.” He obviously has heard of this Jesus and has the sense that he can help him. 

The crowd at first push him away but Jesus summons him, and surprisingly says “what do you want 

me to do for you?” Surly that is obvious. Here is a reminder that God wants us to bring over our 

deepest desires and yearnings to him, that it is OK to articulate what it is we want from him, indeed 

he encourages us to do so! Note that after Bartimaeus is healed, given his sight that Mark tells us 

that Bartimaeus follows Jesus on the way, i.e. he becomes a disciple. The one who was blind, sees 

and recognises the significance of Jesus and follows him, while those who have sight fail to see and 

understand and rather than following stand in opposition to Jesus. To link this idea of seeing and not 

seeing of who really blind and who really sees to my two quite different beginning stories. 

 

In the issue of human sexuality, those who think they have the right answers, as the Assistant Priest 

in the situation of the man who sent me the email, are so often blinded by needing to assent what 

they know to be correct Biblical teaching that they miss seeing or hearing the truth of the situation. 

How many years of depression and suffering might have been saved if there was initial attitude of 

listening, of compassion of openness rather than one of judgement and condemnation. 

 

If one is mainly concerned about money and is focused on the cost of bringing up a child one is 

blinded as Regina Brett so helpfully points out to all the joys and benefits of parenthood. You might 

be thinking, what has this to do with Bible Sunday. Well, I wonder whether we are not sometimes 

blind to the importance and value of the Bible for our life as Christians on the world today! 

 

Mahatma Gandhi said “You Christians look after a document containing enough dynamite to blow 

all civilization to pieces, turn the world upside down and bring peace to a battle torn planet. But you 

treat it as nothing more than a piece of literature.” Every year here at St. Mark’s as part of the 

Natural Church Development (NCD) programme, 30 people on our behalf answer a questionnaire 

which helps reveal how we measure on the 8 quality characteristics of  church life. There is one 

question over the 8 years we have been involved with NCD that has always been answered in a way 
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that shows that collectively we do not put a high value on the Bible. 

 

The question used to be phrased: 

“The word of God is the most important authority in the decisions of my everyday life”. 

 

The last 2-3 years it has been re-phrased to read 

“The Bible is a powerful guide for me in the decisions of everyday life” 

 

Year after year it has been the question with the lowest score. (Sometimes we even get a score 

below zero!) I’ve tried to fathom out why this might be so. I wonder whether it is not an 

overreaction to the way the Bible is used in this Diocese – in terms of believing that it has to be 

taken literally, at face value with no room for questioning, let alone suggesting that in some places 

it might even be wrong! In rejecting such an approach to the Bible we’ve dismissed it completely. 

Just because one does not take the Bible literally is no reason not to take it seriously. Have we been 

blinded to the value and significance of this most important resource for life and faith by our 

reaction to the predominant way the Bible used in this Diocese?  

 

Let me use these 7 objects – there were a torch, camera, road guide book, radio, mirror, a banana 

and bottle of water and a treasure chest displayed on the pulpit – to help us appreciate just how 

valuable the Bible is for us. 

 

The Bible is like a TORCH, showing us the way to go when things are dark and we lose our 

path. ‘Your word is a lamp that gives light wherever I walk’ Psalm 119:105 (CEV). 

The Bible is like a CAMERA, giving us pictures of what God is like so that we can develop a 

proper image of Him. [Jesus said] ‘The scriptures tell about me’ John 5:39 (CEV). 

The Bible is like a GUIDEBOOK, enabling us to make good decisions and showing us which 

way to go. ‘His teachings last forever, and they give wisdom to ordinary people’ Psalm 19:7 

(CEV). 

The Bible is like a RADIO, allowing us to tune in to God’s voice whenever we read 

it.‘Everything in the scriptures is God’s Word. All of it is useful for teaching people... and 

showing them how to live’ 2 Timothy 3:16 (CEV). 

The Bible is like a MIRROR, showing us what needs changing and helping us to see ourselves 

more clearly. ‘You must never stop looking into the perfect law that sets you free’ James 1:25 

(CEV). 

The Bible is like FOOD AND DRINK, supplying us with encouragement and strength on our 

spiritual journey. ‘[All of God’s decisions]...are sweeter than honey from the honeycomb’ Psalm 

19:10 (CEV). 

The Bible is like a TREASURE CHEST, offering us good things and promises that never let us 

down ‘Open my mind and let me discover the wonders of your law’ Psalm 119:18 (CEV). 

 

So on this Bible Sunday, let us not be blind to the value of this the most important resource we have 

for helping us understand God and the way God calls us to live the world and as such commit 

ourselves to reading it uncommonly often.  As opportunities are provided through our study groups 

and the courses that Barbara Booth will be offering next year let us use them to help each other to 

understand the Bible better and use it creatively as the powerful resource that it is to help us in all 

our living. 

__________________________ 


